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ROCK SLIDER SIDE PANELS
UNIVERSAL

These “ROCK SLIDER SIDE PANELS” are designed to be placed over the existing metal surface.  They fit
under the doors between the fender flares.  The bottom horizontal part of the front flair must be removed if
you are still using the factory flares.

1.)  Be sure that the surface is flat before installing your side panels.  Put some paint on any bare metal.

2.)  Position the Rock Slider on the side of your Jeep, centering between the flares.  Mark the four or five
mounting locations on the side of the body with a felt pen or other marker and remove for ease of drilling.

3.)  Before drilling check inside of the tub to make sure no wires or lines are in the way.  Drill 3/8” holes
where marked in #2 above for the 3/8” x 1” bolts provided.  Be sure to wear eye protection while drilling.

4.)  Reposition your Rock Slider on the side of the Jeep aligning the holes that you just drilled and attach
using the 3/8” bolts, washers, lock washers, and nuts provided.

5.)  As an additional option, we have provided four (4) 3/8” x 1” self-tapping bolts for securing the underside
of the Rock Slider to the bottom of the tub.  This is only an option for additional strength and bolt heads may
be broken off when sliding over rocks.  (Some models do not apply)

6.)   To install underside bolts you will need to drill two (2) 7/16” holes in the rock sliders and then drill
two (2) 5/16” pilot holes for the self tapers through the body.

7.)  Repeat the process described above for the other side.

CONGRATULATIONS!  You have finished your installation.  Enjoy your new Warrior Products Rock
Slider Side Panels and be sure to look for other quality Warrior Products for your vehicle.


